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We have added Black Mosaic to the
Impression Range of our Decorative
cladding. Black Mosaic was
designed to meet the changing
needs of our customers and to keep
up with interior trends, where black
is proving to be the new ‘in’ colour.

This design can
also be used
with our Silver

Impression design to create a
really distinctive feature. Black
Mosaic is unique to the Irish
market and is currently proving
very popular with our customers.

We have also revised our pricing
structure to offer customers
extremely competitive prices and value in both our
Elegance and Impression ranges.

Please call in to our showroom today to see all our
Decorative Range, or alternatively you can phone us
for a brochure pack and samples on 056 7752866 or
visit our website at www.enviroclad.com/decorative to
download a brochure.

VISIT OUR
SHOWROOM
See our location on the below map and call to see us in our extensive
showrooms where we have our beautiful Decorative cladding on display as
well as our Hygienic, SIBU and Total Stone ranges. If you need further
directions give the showroom a buzz on 056 7752866 or log onto
www.enviroclad.com/contact. Or you can find us using your Sat Nav:
N 52º 39’ 25” | W 7º 13’ 676”

Pastel and Coloured Sheets available upon order, see samples swatches below:

New competitive rates introduced!!
Free Design, Survey and Quotation service available nationwide. Please call Liam
in the office to arrange a visit on 056 7752866.
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Black Mosaic

Silver Impression

Newsletter

We recently completed a
contract to clad a swimming
pool with our Blue Mosaic
and Premium Blue cladding
and it turned out extremely
well. Our clients were so
happy with the finished
result that they also decided
to use our cladding in their
changing rooms. Our
Decorative cladding is ideal
for all areas of the home
and work place, especially
wet areas. If you would like
someone to visit and give
you a free quotation please
contact us on 056 7752866
and we’ll be happy to
arrange.

Blue Mosaic



Capture the elegant, sophisticated and
vogue feel of real leather and fur by using
SIBU laminates for your design projects.

Plastic Fantastic

Spring into Summer and get all those DIY jobs
complete with our huge range of Construction
Plastics.

Perspex sheets are known for their outstanding weathering and lucidity
qualities and are ideal for weathering, signage and POS displays etc.
Our sheets are available in a vast range of colours, sizes and thickness.
(We can cut pieces to size upon request).

Fascia, Soffit & Guttering is available in a choice of styles, sizes and
colours to suit any building design and improve the appearance of your
façade. We also supply premium guttering systems with unique and
distinctive features, available in a range of decorative profiles and
colours to match all popular roofline systems.

Multi-Wall Polycarbonate sheets are ideal for roofing, weathering or
window glazing and are a high performance, energy saving
sheeting product making it an ideal material for conservatories,

green houses and smoking areas etc. Polycarbonate is available in
clear, bronze, opal and a textured finish.

PVC Skirting, Architrave and Window Boards have become very popular,
as they are quick and easy to install and are virtually maintenance free.
Our architraves and skirting boards are ideal for adding a stylish finish
to all your jobs.
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Snakes on
the Savanna

Total Stone is made form glass-reinforced plastic and
natural stone powder. Its surface texture reproduces the
colours of traditional stone, brick and slate and the panel
finishes have a three-dimensional appearance that
mimic real stone. Total Stone is ideal for both
internal and external projects as it is lightweight
and does not require much structural support for
installation, unlike real stone, brick and slate.

The quality of Total Stone is exceptional and can
be joined using a compound grout exactly
matching the ones already in the panel. The
panels can be fitted on walls ceilings, chimney
alcoves and around stoves but to list a few of the
applications by our experienced fitter.

Below an example of a recent project we carried out in
the West of Ireland for a customer who wanted to

disguise a very badly cracked wall over a range
cooker. The Red Brick arch and Brick and River
Pebble panels reproduce the look of natural
stone and this project was completed in only
one day!

For further information and samples please
contact us in the office on 056 7752866.

Total
Stone

Capture the elegant, sophisticated and vogue
feel of real leather and fur by using SIBU
laminates for your design projects. Theses
fabulous laminates allow you to achieve
glamorous designs and installations at a fraction
of the cost compared to real leather and fur.
Whether decorating walls, ceilings, or furniture,
SIBU will stand in a league of its own.

PELO Savanna is a faux fur design which is new
to the NEWS ’09 range of designs. With its
textured finish it looks and feels like the real fur
while SNAKE Aubergine is a faux snake skin
leather design.

The sheets are flexible, easy to bend and can
be cut with regular Stanley knife (score and
snap method). Please note, this finish is not
actual leather, however it looks and feels real
with added benefits in the design, fabrication
and installation phases.

Other designs in the NEWS ‘09 range include
CREPA Violetta, CRISTAL Rombo and Eleganza
Silver.

For more information on the SIBU range of
laminates or for samples please contact David
in the office on 056 7752866.
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